Operation of Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) at the KLOUDBusters Rocket Pasture

Please reference The FAA Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) Registration web-site at https://www.faa.gov/uas/registration/ for registration and labeling rules. In light of FAA regulations pertaining to the operation of Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS), which includes radio controlled (R/C) aircraft, drones, quadcopters, and rocket boosted gliders, the KLOUDBusters have adopted the following rules. These rules apply to all UAS operation within the KLOUDBusters waived airspace during any calendar day(s) the waiver is active:

Per FAA regulations, all persons flying any radio controlled UAS weighing more than 250 grams must have their personal FAA Small UAS Certificate of Registration in their possession when operating the UAS.

UAS vehicles must be marked with the operator’s unique registration number, per the referenced regulations.

All UAS flights must be approved by the launch director prior to flight.

Adopted/effective: January 2016